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Hybrid quantum devices, in which dissimilar quantum systems are combined in order to attain qualities not available with either system alone, may enable far-reaching control in quantum measurement, sensing, and information processing. A paradigmatic example is trapped ultracold atoms, which offer excellent quantum coherent properties, coupled to nanoscale solid-state systems, which allow for strong interactions. We demonstrate a deterministic interface between a single trapped rubidium atom and a nanoscale photonic crystal cavity. Precise control over the atom’s position allows us to probe the cavity near-field with a resolution below the diffraction limit and to observe large atom-photon coupling. This approach may enable the realization of integrated, strongly coupled quantum nano-optical circuits.

Trapped, ultracold atoms coupled to nanoscale optical cavities are exemplary hybrid quantum systems (1, 2), with potential applications ranging from single-photon nonlinear optics (3–7) to quantum networks (8, 9). However, realizing the largest interaction strengths requires placing and controlling an atom very close to a surface, within the near field of the confined optical mode, as set by the reduced atomic resonance wavelength of \( \lambda/2\pi \approx 125 \text{ nm} \) for rubidium (Rb). Position control at this level has been achieved for single atoms in free space and in millimeter-scale cavities by using standing waves (10, 11) or high numerical-aperture optics (12, 13). Achieving similar control close to surfaces is much more challenging because attractive atom-surface forces are comparable with typical trapping forces for cold atoms in this regime. Previously, atomic ensembles have been stably trapped at distances of 500 nm from a surface by using magnetic traps formed by patterned electrodes (14, 15) and down to 215 nm by using optical dipole traps based on evanescent waves (16, 17).

Our technique to position an atom near an arbitrary nanoscale object uses a tightly focused optical tweezer beam (18) that is retro-reflected from the nanoscale object itself (19, 20) and red-detuned from the atomic resonance (Fig. 1A).

![Fig. 1. Experimental concept. (A) The atom trap near a nanoscale solid-state structure (here, a photonic crystal waveguide) arises from the interference of an optical tweezer with its reflection from the structure, which forms a standing-wave optical lattice. (B) A single atom is loaded from a free-space MOT into a dipole trap formed by an aspheric lens (AL) and steered by a galvanometer mirror (M1). Fluorescence on APD1 signals the presence of an atom and triggers the motion of the dipole trap to the nanostructure. UHV, ultra-high vacuum. (C) The single-photon electric field strength \( E_0 \) and single-photon Rabi frequency \( 2\gamma = 2E_0/\hbar \) at a given distance from the outer surface of a PWC cavity, using \( \lambda_0 = 815 \text{ nm} \) (\( d \) is the atomic dipole moment and \( \hbar \) is Planck’s constant divided by \( 2\pi \)). The range of distances that can be chosen for the closest lattice site is indicated. As discussed in the text, surface forces and currently realized trap depths limit the achievable distance to \( z_0 \approx 100 \text{ nm} \), at which point \( 2\gamma/2\pi \) is several GHz.](image-url)
The resulting standing-wave optical lattice has a local intensity maximum, corresponding to a minimum of the potential energy, at a typical distance $z_0 \sim \lambda_L/4$ from the surface, with additional maxima farther away spaced in increments of $\lambda_L/2$ ($\lambda_L$ is the trap laser wavelength). The lateral position of the trap can be controlled by moving the focused incident beam, whereas the trap distance to about $\lambda_L$ depends on the phase shift of the reflected light, which is determined by the geometry of the nanostructure. In certain cases, changing the structure dimensions allows $z_0$ to be tuned between nearly 0 and $\lambda_L/2$ (figs. S3 and S4).

Crucially, the lattice site closest to the surface can be loaded with a single atom from a conventional free-space optical tweezer simply by scanning the latter onto and over the surface, provided the atom has been originally prepared at sufficiently low temperature (21). Even though the attractive van der Waals interaction between the atom and the surface limits the minimum trap distance to about 100 nm for realistic laser intensities (22), this method nevertheless allows for direct, strong, and reproducible near-field optical coupling of atoms to solid-state nanostructures of interest. The nanostructure in the present experiment is a photonic crystal waveguide cavity (PWC) that is mounted to a tapered optical fiber tip and placed in the focal plane of a high numerical aperture lens (Fig. 1, A and B, and fig. S1). A magneto-optical trap (MOT) was formed near the fiber tip and used to load the optical tweezer ($\lambda_L = 815$ nm, beam waist $w = 900$ nm, and potential depth $U_0/k_B = 1.6$ mK, where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant) with one atom at a distance of 40 μm from the nanostructure. The presence of only a single atom is ensured by the collisional blockade effect (18). After a period of Raman sideband cooling to the vibrational ground state in the two radial directions, and to a few vibrational quanta in the direction along the tweezer (21), we translated the optical tweezer using a scanning galvanometer mirror (Fig. 1B) until it was aimed directly at the nanostructure, loading the atom into the lattice.

We first verified that we can load the lattice site closest to the surface by positioning an atom near a bare tapered nanofiber tip (Fig. 2, A and B) without the PWC present. We distinguished the lattice sites spectroscopically by means of a weak, off-resonant probe beam guided by the nanofiber. This beam produces a substantial differential AC Stark shift between the ground-state hyperfine levels for an atom in lattice site A, and a much smaller shift for atoms in more distant lattice sites (22). The microwave-frequency spectra on the $|F = 1, m_F = 0 \leftrightarrow |2,0\rangle$ transition is shown in Fig. 2C, obtained by focusing the tweezer in different $z$ planes before loading the lattice ($F$ and $m_F$ indicate the atomic hyperfine and magnetic quantum numbers, respectively). Two distinct peaks appear: one near the unperturbed transition frequency at $f_B$ and another shifted by 150 kHz at $f_A$, which we identify as the Stark-shifted resonance frequency in the lattice site closest to the fiber. This identification was made by measuring the coupling of the atomic fluorescence into the fiber. Assuming lossless propagation in the fiber taper, we expected a collection efficiency in the closest (second closest) lattice site of 4% (0.2%), the measured value in site A is $(1.5 \pm 0.6\%) \gg 0.2\%$. This confirms that site A is the closest site to the fiber. The discrepancy with the expected value is attributed to losses in the fiber taper (22). From the data in Fig. 2C, we conclude that $100_{-12}^{+0\%}$ of the atoms that survive the loading procedure are in the closest lattice site. Additional measurements show that $94\%$ of all atoms survive the loading process (after subtracting losses due to collisions with the background gas), so we conclude that the first lattice site may be loaded deterministically, with an unconditional fidelity of $94_{-15}^{+6}\%$.

We next describe coupling an atom to the optical resonance of a PWC (23) fabricated in silicon nitride (Fig. 3, A to C). We attached the PWC to a tapered optical fiber tip, which provides both an efficient optical interface to the cavity and mechanical support. Because of the nanoscale dimensions of the waveguide, an appreciable evanescent field resides outside the waveguide, which allows for coupling to an atom trapped in this region without the need to place the atom inside the holes (24, 25). As shown in Fig. 1C, single-photon Rabi frequencies $2g = 2d \cdot E/\hbar$ in the range of several gigahertz (corresponding to single-photon electric fields of several hundred volts per centimeter) are accessible for the atom-surface distances that can be realized with the present trapping technique, which is large relative to other cavity quantum electro-dynamics (QED) approaches with neutral atoms. For example, $2g/(2\pi) = 430$ MHz is the current state of the art in Fabry-Perot cavities (11), and $2g/(2\pi) \approx 200$ MHz has been realized with microcavity optical resonators (3).

To demonstrate the coupling of the atom to the cavity mode as well as the sub-wavelength position control of the atom, we mapped out the intensity distribution of the cavity mode by scanning the atom along the waveguide. The local intensity is measured by pumping the cavity weakly with a laser tuned near the $F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 2$ transition of the D2 line and measuring the optical intensity distribution.
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As shown in Fig. 3D, the simulation is convolved with a Gaussian with a root-mean-square (RMS) width of $\Delta x_{\text{rms}} = 95$ nm. This blurring arises from drift in the tweezer alignment over the course of the measurement (32 hours), jitter in the galvanometer mirror (50 nm RMS), and motion of the atom in the trap. The RMS zero-point atomic motion is 15 to 20 nm, and the thermal motion could be somewhat larger because of heating from technical effects during the experimental sequence. Viewed as a noninvasive probe of the cavity intensity distribution, this technique has a spatial resolution of $2\Delta x_{\text{rms}} = 190(30)$ nm, following the Sparrow resolution criterion.

Next, we quantified the atom-cavity coupling strength by measuring the reduction of the cavity transmission induced by a single atom. Given the cooperativity $\eta = (2g)^2/(\kappa \Gamma)$—where $\kappa$ and $\Gamma$ are the full linewidths of the cavity and the atomic excited $5P_3/2$ state, respectively—the transmission in the presence of an (unsaturated) resonant atom is given by $T = (1 + \eta)^{-2}$ (5). To

**Fig. 3. Coupling a single atom to a photonic crystal cavity.** (A) An SEM image of a typical PWC attached to a tapered optical fiber. The fiber serves as both a mechanical support and an optical interface to the cavity. (B) Reflection spectrum of the PWC resonance near 780 nm, measured through the optical fiber. The line is a fit to a Lorentzian plus a background of Fabry Perot modes of the waveguide, yielding $Q = 460(40)$ and $\lambda_0 = 779.5(1)$ (full spectrum is available in fig. S2). (C) Simulation of the PWC resonance at 779.5 nm, overlaid with a cross section of the structure. The simulated mode volume is $V = 0.89 \lambda^2$. (D) Measurement of the intensity distribution of the cavity using a trapped atom. Error bars reflect 1 SD in the fitted pumping rates. The red line shows a model based on simulations of the cavity mode. The systematic disagreement on the left side of the waveguide may be due to interference with background light from the fiber that is not coupled into the waveguide. (Inset) In a set of points acquired in a continuous 8-hour window so as to minimize alignment drift, the standing wave structure of the cavity mode is visible.

**Fig. 4. Change in cavity transmission from a single atom.** The transmission of a weak probe beam tuned to the $F = 2 \rightarrow F = 3$ transition is measured versus detuning from the atomic resonance $\Delta_a = \omega_a - \omega_0$, with $(\omega_0, \omega_2) = (\text{laser, zero-field atomic transition})$ frequency. The cavity resonance remains fixed at $\omega_0 + 0.3 \kappa$. Error bars reflect 1 SD in the fitted transmission reduction. The line is a fit to a numerical model described in the text, yielding $2g = 2\pi \times 600(80)$ MHz. (Inset) Transmission versus time for continuous wave probe pulse at $\Delta_a = 27$ MHz. The cavity transmission is initially suppressed; after ~1 ms, the atom is heated by the probe laser and lost from the trap, restoring transmission. Error bars show shot noise in the number of detected photons; the data are averaged over ~2500 runs with single atoms. The shaded area represents the absence of 60 photons (per atom) from the transmitted field.
measure the transmission, we coupled a weak probe field into the waveguide by scattering a focused beam off of the free-standing tip of the waveguide and collected the transmitted light through the tapered optical fiber supporting the waveguide. With the atom placed at the cavity mode maximum (x = +0.8 μm) (Fig. 3D), we recorded the transmission of light near the F = 2 → F’ = 3 transition, as shown in Fig. 4. The atom decreases the cavity transmission by at most 2.2%, and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the transmission dip is ~26 MHz, which is four times larger than the natural linewidth. The reduction lasts for ~1 ms before the atom is lost from the trap, during which time it scatters ~60 photons. The lifetime of the atom in the absence of the probe field is 250 ms; the lifetime is shortened by heating from photon scattering when the probe field is present.

The line broadening results mainly from optical pumping of the atom to other magnetic sublevels with different optical transition frequencies (fig. S6). This occurs after scattering only a few photons because the cavity field is linearly polarized and does not drive a closed cycling transition. We have modeled the line broadening using numerical simulations of the master equation for a single Rb atom, including the 12 relevant Zeeman states of the F = 2 → F’ = 3 transition (22), and find reasonable agreement between the model, the data, and the predicted coupling strength. The model, shown by the red line in Fig. 4, yields an estimate of η = 0.07(1) and cavity QED parameters of (2gκ,κ,F) = (2π) × [0.60(8), 840(80), 0.006] GHz for the [2, 0] → [3, 0] transition. This Rabi frequency 2g is in excellent agreement with estimates based on numerical models of the optical potential and cavity geometry, which yield a trap-surface distance of z0 = 260 nm and 2g/(2π) ~ 620 MHz on the [2, 0] → [3, 0] transition.

Several straightforward improvements can be made to increase the atom-photon coupling. An optimized waveguide geometry will allow z0 < 130 nm, increasing 2g/(2π) to 3 GHz (22). Additionally, quality factors as high as Q = 3 × 107 have already been demonstrated for silicon nitride PWCs (26), which is an improvement of over 600 from our present cavity. These two improvements together give a cooperativity of η > 1000. Even stronger coupling can potentially be achieved by trapping atoms inside the holes in the waveguide by using alternative PWC geometries to create the necessary trapping potentials (25).

The present technique opens up prospects for realizing a wide variety of hybrid quantum systems. For example, the method can be used to deterministically load multiple traps on the same or different PWCs, as well as cavities forming a two-dimensional network on a chip. In combination with the parallel fabrication and integration possible with nano-photonics, this represents a promising route toward realizing complex nanophotonic circuits with several atomic qubits. Potential applications range from quantum nonlinear optics to quantum networks and novel many-body systems (27, 28).

Furthermore, the demonstrated trapping technique can be applied to other systems in which it is beneficial to control atoms near surfaces, such as quantum interfaces between ultracold atoms and mechanical oscillators (15) or electromagnetic circuits on a chip (29). It can also be used for nanoscale sensing or to probe atom-surface interactions at sub-micrometer scales. By starting from a quantum-degenerate gas it may be possible to simultaneously load multiple near-field traps separated by distances considerably smaller than λ/2 (30, 31). This will allow studies of strongly correlated states to be extended into a new regime of high atomic densities and strong, long-range interactions.
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Entanglement Polytopes: Multiparticle Entanglement from Single-Particle Information

Michael Walter, Bren Doran, David Gross, Matthias Christandl

Entangled many-body states are an essential resource for quantum computing and interferometry. Determining the type of entanglement present in a system usually requires access to an exponential number of parameters. We show that in the case of pure, multiparticle quantum states, features of the global entanglement can already be extracted from local information alone. This is achieved by associating any given class of entanglement with an entanglement polytope—a geometric object that characterizes the single-particle states compatible with that class. Our results, applicable to systems of arbitrary size and statistics, give rise to local witnesses for global pure-state entanglement and can be generalized to states affected by low levels of noise.

Entanglement is a uniquely quantum mechanical feature. It is responsible for fundamentally new effects, such as quantum nonlocality, and constitutes the basic resource for concrete tasks such as quantum computing (I) and interferometry beyond the standard limit...